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Abstract: 
I will present a type-theory, for proving trace properties of programs that 
may execute adversary-supplied code. Our type system extends Hoare 
Type Theory (HTT) with post conditions that specify properties of the entire 
execution trace, not just the initial and final heaps. We also add invariant 
post conditions, which hold during the execution of a computation even if 
evaluation gets stuck or diverges. These invariants directly represent safety 
properties.  Our type system contains two novel rules that we find useful in 
proving safety properties when executed code potentially comes from an 
adversary. First, we include a beta-conversion rule, which ascribes a term 
the type of any beta-equal term. The rule is useful when we discover within 
a proof that a potentially adversarial program is actually equal to another 
program that we trust. Second, building on prior work in the first-order 
setting, we develop a rule that ascribes an effect type to a computation 
variable whose instantiation is unknown, based on knowledge of the context 
in which the instantiated variable is executed. This is useful when untrusted 
code is sandboxed prior to execution. We build a step-indexed trace-based 
semantic model for our types, and prove the soundness of our assertion 
logic. We illustrate the expressiveness of our type system by proving 
memory integrity of a hypervisor design. The proof leverages both new 
typing rules. 
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